Respiratory variations in arterial blood pressure and heart rate in normotensive and renal hypertensive dogs.
Respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA), systolic and diastolic respiratory blood pressure waves (RBPWsyst, RBPWdiast), mean heart rate (HR), mean respiratory frequency (RF) and the heart beat to respiratory cycle ratio (HB/RC) were measured in 23 spontaneously breathing, normotensive or renal hypertensive dogs under light anaesthesia. No significant differences were found between conditions of normal and chronically elevated blood pressure. All these parameters were analyzed statistically by means of linear regression analysis and rank correlation coefficient (rs). A correlation was found to exist between RSA and mean systolic blood pressure (negative), RF (negative), RBPWsyst (positive), RBPWdiast (positive). RF correlated with both HB/RC (negative) and RBPWsyst (negative). A correlation was also seen between PA and both BPsyst (positive) and BPdiast (positive), BPsyst and BPdiast (positive) and between HR and RBPWdiast (negative); however, all the remaining, theoretically possible correlations were not significant. The results may be referred to resonance mechanisms in a common nervous oscillator system.